Welcome to L’Atelier 9!

L’Atelier 9 is an international language school with extensive experience in teaching French as a foreign language. Our goal is to offer high-quality French Language courses by combining linguistic courses and cultural workshops to accomplish fluent use of the Language and real integration of French language and French Culture.

Our teaching focuses on developing oral skills of the Language, as it is spoken today in everyday French life. Our classes are held around a table in groups of 9 students, maximum of different nationalities and ages, in a pleasant atmosphere that encourages active conversation and cultural exchanges. This favors rapid progress in learning a living and contemporary language and an easier integration into the French way of life.

L’Atelier 9
34, rue de Trévise 75009 Paris.
Métro Grands Boulevards ou Cadet
Tel: 01 42 46 70 21
Email: lateselier9@latelier9.com
www.LAtelier9.com

Book at worldwide lowest price at https://www.languagecourse.net/school-atelier-9-paris.php3
+44 330 124 03 17 - support-en@languagecourse.net
A charming neighbourhood

The school is conveniently located in the 9th district between the world famous Marais quarter, the Gare St-Lazare. This is the perfect, picturesque point to start your visit of Paris. The school welcomes you in a typical Parisian apartment with all the “bons vivants” charm. The school’s neighbourhood, located near the Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, with an open-air market and Galeries Lafayette, is one of the most animated and preserves of the capital. It is equipped with cafes, bars, theaters, cinemas, bookshops, museums, night clubs and shops.

TEACHING

An active and efficient teaching method to learn French

Maximum 9 students per class, that is the secret of a friendly atmosphere and efficient learning. Our method, based on the communicative aspect of the language, requires no textbooks, but rather provides a plastic sheet system created by the teachers which is adapted to the linguistic needs of the students. Without omitting written skills, we focus on oral communication and its use in everyday life of the French. Two are why our teaching material is centered on the living language aspect and enriched by numerous documents, songs, newspapers and magazine articles, videos, games, etc. Educated around a table, students are encouraged to participate in an active way and with the assistance of presentations, role plays and debates, to simulate their country.

COURSES AND LEVELS

Our programs are based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). We offer the following levels:

A1, A2 Elementary
B1, B2 Intermediate
C1, C2 Advanced

CELEBRATION: 3 course separation on a one-on-one basis

ACCOMMODATION ARRANGEMENTS

We offer to make suitable accommodation arrangements for your stay. Write free of charge. We have the following options:

- Hotel room in a hotel
- Private independent studio apartment

OUR WORKSHOPS

Our course packages include a great variety of workshops to pick from:

- Communication
- Conversation
- French Music
- Communication and Diner
- French holidays and Traditions
- and more

ACTIVITIES

We organise several activities during the session for you:

- Welcome cocktail party
- Guided walking tours
- One-day trip outside of Paris
- Funic
- One Club
- French music concerts at the school
- and many other activities

INTENSIVE COURSE

The course is Monday to Friday from 9 am to 3 pm (with a 30 min break).

We offer:
- 4 week package
- 3 week package
- 2 week package
- 1 week package

*Subjected to availability
For more weeks, please contact us.

EVENING COURSE

Two evenings per week from 7.30 pm to 9 pm

- 4 week package
- 3 week package
- 2 week package

Our courses are grouped in the week sessions and you can pick the session of your choice. The evening course is very important. The beginners A1/A2 start at the beginning of the session.

Course type:
- Next start date: [ ]
- Price: [ ]